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Schrödinger’s cat alive or dead? Quantum mechanics in
photosynthesis

bio system atomistic model of photosynthetic complex available?

X Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex, 3×(7-8) bacteriochlorophylls1

experiment laser pulse triggers excitation track energy transport

X Femtosecond pump-probe experiments on FMO2

evidence quantum-mechanical superposition seen?

→ interpretation of experimental signal3 requires theory

theory accurate numerics for the biological relevant parameter space tedious!

→ high-performance GPU solution (this talk)

relevance learning design lessons from nature for synthesis of organic solar cells

1Olson: The FMO protein (review), Photosynth. Res., 2004, 80, 181
2Brixner er al.: Nature, 2005, 434, 625
3Engel et al.: Nature, 2007, 446, 782



Both alive and dead: laser experiments
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I pump photosynthetic Fenna-Matthews-Olson complex with laser pulse and
probe at later time1

→ white-arrow indicates oscillating “blob” (superposition of eigenstates)

1Engel et al.: Nature, 2007, 446, 782



Not alive: simple theoretical model
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Bottle of green sulfur bacteria,
courtesy (C) N-U Frigaard2

Excitonic from antenna to reaction center via d sites:
rate equation for population transfer1

d

dt
ρii(t) =

d∑
m=1

kim [ρmm(t)− ρii(t)]

Rate kim temperature dependent, given by Förster
resonant energy-transfer for network HamiltonianH

Time-dependent t solution by exponentiation:

ρ(t) = ρ(0) exp[kt]

Easily solvable by matrix diagonalization.
No oscillatory behaviour, long-time thermal state.

1Pearlstein, Photochem Photobiol, 1982, 35, 835
2Frigaard et al., J Bacteriology, 2002, 184, 3368



The Frenkel-exciton model of energy-transfer

→



BChl1 BChl2 BChl3 BChl4 BChl5 BChl6 BChl7
BChl1 12410 −87 5 −5 6 −13 −9
BChl2 −87 12530 30 8 1 11 4
BChl3 5 30 12210 −53 −2 −9 6
BChl4 −5 8 −53 12320 −70 −17 −63
BChl5 6 1 −2 −70 12480 81 −1
BChl6 −13 11 −9 −17 81 12630 39
BChl7 −9 4 6 −63 −1 39 12440


cm−1

H=
d∑

m=1

εm|m〉〈m|+
∑
m>n

Jmn(|m〉〈n|+ |n〉〈m|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
exciton dynamics (7×7 matrix)

+
∑
m,i

|m〉〈m|λi (b†i,m + bi,m) +
∑
m,i

~ωi b
†
i bi︸ ︷︷ ︸

vibrational coupling

The FMO complex transfer light-induced excitons (electron-hole pairs) from the
antenna to the reaction centre (RC), where a chemical reaction stores the energy.

Adolphs & Renger: Biophys. J., 2006, 91, 2778



Choosing a scalable computational method

Typical “physics problem”: different ways to obtain solution.

Which method works well on GPU?

I Monte-Carlo evaluation, requires lots of trajectories

I quasi-adiabatic path integral method (QUAPI)

I ...

I “hierarchical equations of motion” (HEOM), considered to be too slow

Combined knowledge of physics and computer science required to pick
scalable algorithm.



Hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM): formalism

d

dt
ρ(t) = − i

~
[H, ρ(t)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

coherent dynamics

+
d∑

m=1

iV×m,vibrσ
Pm{1,...,0}(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

coupling to vibrations

millions of auxiliary density matrices σ(n1,...,nd )(t) store vibrational state1

d

dt
σ(n1,...,nd )(t) = − i

~

small matrix× small matrices (aligned)︷ ︸︸ ︷
[H, σ(n1,...,nd )(t)] +

d∑
m=1

nmγσ(n1,...,nd )(t)

+
d∑

m=1

i

small matrix× small matrix (jumps)︷ ︸︸ ︷
V×m,vibrσ

(n1,...,nm+1,...,nd )(t)

+
d∑

m=1

nm

small matrix× small matrix (jumps)︷ ︸︸ ︷
θm(γ)σ(n1,...,nm−1,...,nd )(t)

I dissipative vibrational mode density J(ω) = 2γλω
γ2+ω2

I hierarchy truncated at Nmax =
∑d

m=1 nm (typical Nmax ∼ 10)

1Tanimura & Kubo: J Phys Soc Jpn, 1989, 58, 101; Ishizaki & Fleming: J Chem Phys, 2009, 130, 234111



The challenge: implement efficient algorithms

Quantum dynamics described in terms of a hierarchy of time-dependent
differential equations with d-tuples~n = (n1, . . . , nd ), ni ∈ N0:

d

dt
σ~n(t) = − i

~

[
Hi , σ

~n(t)
]

+
∑
Aiσ

~n −
(t) + Biσ

~n +

(t)

Coupling: σ~n
−

= σ~n− (...,1,...) and σ~n
+

= σ~n + (...,1,...)

Example of 4-tuples sorted by termination level Nmax: Pascal’s d-simplex:1

Nmax = 0 Nmax = 1 Nmax = 2 Nmax = 3

each sphere represents a d × d complex-valued matrix

1Strümpfer & Schulten: Open Quantum Dynamics Calculations with the Hierarchy Equations of Motion
on Parallel Computers, J Chem Theory Comput, 2012, 8, 2808



Solving the hierarchy (HEOM) on the GPU. Program flow
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connectivity of matrices
addressed by d-tuples

GPU allocate array of 106 d×d matrices indexed by Pascal’s
d-simplices up to fixed Nmax truncation (5 GB memory)

CPU compute connectivity graph,
transfer list of connected memory addresses to GPU
(0.5 GB memory)

—— begin iteration step

GPU compute time-derivative d
dtσ

~n:

kernel 1 constant matrix× vector of matrices commutator

kernel 2 matrix-multiply-add with connected matrices σ~n
±

GPU Runge-Kutta integration to obtain σ~n(t + ∆t)

kernel 3 vector-add on all matrix elements

CPU every Nsteps fetch ρ(t + ∆t) ≡ σ~0(t + ∆t)

—— repeat step 100,000 times

Kreisbeck & TK et. al.: High-Performance Solution of Hierarchical Equations of Motion for Studying
Energy Transfer in Light-Harvesting Complexes, J Chem Theory Comput, 2011, 7, 2166



Results: compare with experiment

Theory1 Experiment (various temperatures)2
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computed with GPU-HEOM (C) 2010 by National Academy of Science

X model parameters directly taken from atomistic models, no fitting

X GPU-HEOM only available approach,
computation-time ca 4 GPU-days [NVIDIA K20c]

I reasonable good agreement with experiment,
supports quantum-mechanical coherence

1Kreisbeck & TK, J Phys Chem Lett, 2012, 3, 2828
2Panitchayangkoon G et al. PNAS, 2010, 107, 12766



Cloud computing for reproducible results

Only GPU algorithm (GPU-HEOM)1 allows one to study FMO complex.

problem not all researcher have GPUs+code available

solution team-up with nanoHUB NSF-supported network for computational
nanotechnology2

I more than 2000 program runs within one year, reference tool and cited in
publications

I location of GPU-HEOM users, 1st nanoHUB GPU-tool

1Kreisbeck & TK, J Phys Chem Lett, 2012, 3, 2828
2Kreisbeck & TK: Exciton dynamics lab for light-harvesting complexes (GPU-HEOM) @ nanoHUB



The nanoHUB platform

I user interface runs over VNC server; sessions (re)opened from web-browser

I compute back-end: GPU M2090 cluster at Purdue University

I users can download data, share sessions

→ great resource for collaborations and providing supporting material for
publications1

1Madhavan, Zentner & Klimeck, Learning and research in the cloud, Nature Nanotech 2013 8,786



Next: OpenCL for analysing spinach

multiple many−core nodes

multiple many−core devices

photosystem II > 100

memory size

>1 TiB

FMO=7

molecular complex size
100

dimer

2

12 GiB

64 GiB

LHC II=42

one many−core device
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I contains most abundant photosynthetic system on earth

I light-harvesting complex regulates efficiency (clouds!)

I complex system with 3× 14 coupled chlorophylls (compared to 7 for FMO)

I laser spectroscopy data available

computationally challenging, large memory required



Porting GPU-HEOM to OpenCL
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seconds per integration step OpenCL performance

goal: run on large-memory devices without rewriting all GPU code

X code relatively easy to transfer from CUDA to OpenCL

X OpenCL runs as fast as CUDA on GPU
I OpenCL kernel for many-core CPU: less threads with more work/thread
I OpenCL kernel not optimized for Intel MIC (requires data reorganization)

OpenCL on CPU allocates up to 128 GB memory for larger systems



OpenCL: targeting CPU and GPU

OpenCL [CPU]

1 workdim=1;
2 // worksize equal # matrices
3 // no fast shared memory
4

5

6

7

8 globalWorkSize[]= { N_matrices };
9 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(...,workdim,0,

10 globalWorkSize,NULL,0,0,&event);

OpenCL [GPU]

1 workdim=2;
2 // more threads: # matrices × # elements
3 // use shared (local) memory
4 localWorkSize[]={16,16};
5 ngridy=16;
6 ngridx=N_matrices*N_elements/(ngridy*16*16);
7 localWorkSize[]={16,16}
8 globalWorkSize[]={ngridx*16,ngridy*16};
9 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(...,workdim,0,

10 globalWorkSize,localWorkSize,0,0,&event);

I GPUs perform best with blocks of threads, naturally organized in 2d-grids

I CPUs perform best with less threads, but doing more work per thread:
matrix-matrix multiplication with three loops inside the kernel

I Intel MIC is somewhere in between, requires to change data-layout



Writing portable code: from Intel MIC to the smartphone GPU

OpenCL-HEOM on
Nexus 4 smartphone

I getting the OpenCL code running on varying
platforms helps to iron out errors and to write
portable code

I be prepared for future developments and for
running on many-core CPU systems

problem: often poor vendor support for OpenCL

see our blog http://quantumdynamics.wordpress.com

http://quantumdynamics.wordpress.com


Future work

I OpenCL offers good possibilities to run on both, GPUs and CPUs

I kernels run even without modifications, high performance requires to
adjust memory access, # threads

I GPUs are so-far the best “dense” number-crunchers,
only limited by memory size (K40 helps)

I needed: better OpenCL compilers, algorithms for heterogenous hardware
(mixture of GPU/many core CPU/Intel MIC)
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